
STALON X149 silencer for .243 and .30 caliber
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4003-STALON-X149-silencer-for-.243-and-.30-caliber

SKU Designation
French

Law
Caliber Thread

Length
(cm)

Diam.
(mm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

SI29302
X149 5/8-24 UNEF max cal.

.30 
C .223 (5.56 mm)  M14x1  27.6  49.1  394  

460.00 € incl.
tax

SI29402 X149 M14x1 max cal. .30 C .308 Win  M14x1  27.6  49.1  394  
460.00 € incl.

tax

SI29502 X149 M15x1 max cal. .30 C .308 Win  M15x1  27.6  49.1  394  
460.00 € incl.

tax

SI29802 X149 M18x1 max cal. .30 C .308 Win  M18x1  27.6  49.1  394  
460.00 € incl.

tax

SI29406 X149 M14x1 cal. 6.5 C 6.5 mm x 55 Mauser  M14x1  27.6  49.1  394  
460.00 € incl.

tax

Telescopic silencer, the big brother of the X108 with even more impressive acoustic performance.

Projects 149 mm from the barrel

 

The interchangeable brow system basically means that you can have a Stalon XS108, for example, and add a
Front 149 to it. Suddenly you have two models: XS108 and XS149. The same goes for adding a rear section.
This creates endless possibilities if used in the right way.

The modular system also means that each accessory is available to optimize the silencer according to your
preferences and tastes. Accessories for the X are compatible with all models in the series, for example, the
open viewfinder, accessory holder and neoprene cover.

All Stalon silencers reduce recoil, which may be the most appreciated feature of a silencer.

Optimized for medium calibers
Excellent recoil reduction and stability
Perfect for calmer forms of hunting

Stalon silencers have a long lifespan, being able to withstand approximately 20,000 shots when properly
maintained. For the average hunter, this duration represents much more than a lifetime. Our products can
withstand temperatures up to 250 degrees. The barrel mount, located behind the silencer, has a melting point
of 200 degrees, indicating the need to cool the silencer before continuing to fire. The durability of a Stallion
is difficult to match.

Material (exterior):
High quality anodized aluminum

https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4003-STALON-X149-silencer-for-.243-and-.30-caliber


Material (internal):
Deflectors: High quality anodized aluminum.
Core (first baffle): Stainless steel
Thread: Titanium

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


